
create the look

Maison

johnlewis.com/maison

limed walls, stripped 
oak furniture and 
whitewashed  
floors harmonise 
beautifully, and 
create a comfortable 
country setting.

The fabrics

Natural textures
Opt for fresh linens and cottons, and combine 
with warm woollen knits for winter. store in 
wicker baskets or an elegant armoire.

Dedicate a quiet corner for correspondence 
with a bureau or writing desk and an 
upholstered chair. at the window, let  
light flood in with voile curtains in a  
delicate toile or floral print.

The accessOries

Vintage finds
create an intriguing display of 
vintage-style accessories and 
inherited treasures. celebrate 
imperfections and objects with an 
aged feel, for a truly authentic look.

an upholstered bedstead, and linen 
embellished with delicate piping, crochet or 
lace, create a sense of charm and elegance. 
add a little luxury with a chandelier.

shop in store, online and by mobile



Create an authentic rustic aesthetic 
with our Maison look. sophisticated 
and beautiful, this heritage-influenced 

style has a subtle palette and vintage  
detailing, to channel the relaxed yet elegant 
ethos of french country living. here, we  
give you ideas for the elements you need  
to recreate the look in your own home. 
You’ll find more ideas and inspiration at 
johnlewis.com/maison, or pick up a copy  
of the latest home book in our shops.

keep the look 
considered with 
small clusters 
of vintage-style 
accessories, 
inherited pieces, 
and keepsakes.

Weathered floorboards and full-length 
plantation shutters painted in a soft 
grey-blue, will instantly transform  
your room into a rural retreat.

In the dining 
room, mix and 
match crockery to 
create an informal 
setting, evoking 
the feel of relaxed 
country living. 

This French-inspired look  
is the perfect antidote to 
hectic modern-day living 

The cOlOurs

Muted tones
choose a delicate colour palette  
of pale grey and powder white, 
teamed with darker accents,  
to create an air of tranquillity.

The furNiTure

elegant curves
fill your home with timeless pieces with a 
French flavour. A marble tabletop adds to  
the sense of heritage. Top with accessories  
in glass and tarnished metals. 

clockface
little Greene Paint co.

James
little Greene Paint co. 

For more ideas and inspiration, visit johnlewis.com/maison


